Lama Tsultrim is the activity emanation of Machig Labdron, Who received the complete blessings of the Dharmakaya Great Mother Yum Chenmo, Shakyamuni Buddha, Orgyen Padmasambhava, and Yeshe Tsogyal.

The lord of beings, Karmapa, Prophesied that she would bring vast benefit to sentient beings and Instructed her to practice the complete teachings of Machig, And encouraged her and bestowed the Machig empowerment upon her.

Also at Machig’s seat at Zangri Khamar Through the pure vision and dreams of Lama Karma Dorje, He announced Lama Tsultrim is an emanation Machig. She was enthroned and offered the crown, And he made prayers for the increase of her great accumulated merit.

Thereafter, practicing the treasury of Machig’s teachings, She received blessings and prophecies from Machig, And has spread her teachings to many sentient beings, Benefitting them greatly.

Wrong viewers, do not be jealous! Instead generate pure vision, then blessings of accomplishment will occur. This is nature of how things are. I request you to develop devotion and faith toward the unmistaken path. So please generate the devotion to meet the excellent path that accomplishes awakening.

*These are the words of Tsering Wangdü of Dingri Langkor, may they be virtuous. Sarwa Mangalam!*
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